The Following symbols are a small sample of the different choices you have when you choose to sandblast with us. These intricate symbols can be used in your sandblast artwork as small as 3" and as large as you can fit on the monument! We're excited to help you create your wonderful sandblasted memorial.
When deciding which cut depth and color to choose, consider the following:

**Frosted panels look better** and tend to stand out more with V-cut lettering and any lettering inside panels look best black litho.

**Lettering without panels looks best** with more shallow Sandblasting depths, as with Dish and Skin cuts (this reduces the amount of shadow on the letters from the bright sun rays).

**Skin cuts are generally a better idea** when sandblasting the top of granite benches and chairs, as the shallow depth of the Skin cut does not pool with water (and in winter freeze and crack).

**When using highly ornate fonts** such as Old English, Commercial Script, etc., it’s generally easier to use smaller sizes with Dish or Skin cuts.

When choosing a lettering color without panels consider:

**SD Pink, Paradise Green and any black granite lettering looks best with Highlight, Sawsheen or White.**

**Lettering on Cloud Gray looks best with White** (does not look good with black lettering).**

**Lettering on Carnation Pink and Super Gray looks great with Black, White, Sawsheen, or Highlight.**

**Lettering on Chestnut Red looks great with a Sawsheen finish** (does not look good with black or white finish).

If you’re ever unsure of what cut depth or color to choose, be sure to consult one of our experts at 1-800-449-2481.

**OUTLINED LETTERING**

We do both frosted outline lettering and polished outline lettering. This style of lettering looks particularly great for family names. If you are looking to use this style for names, dates, and/or epitaphs please call one of our sandblast experts today 1-800-449-2481.

**Font Choices**

- **Palantino**
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- **Shadow**
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- **Block**
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- **Old English**
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- **Modified Roman**
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- **Commercial Script**
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- **Helvetica**
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- **Monument Gothic**
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- **Vermarco**
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Serp Tops

Looking for a wonderful sandblast scene?
This section contains our most popular Serp Top sandblast scenes. This collection has been put together as our first line of full size, trouble-free scenes. They are sure to look beautiful on any standard three foot Serp Top! Are you looking for a different scene? Call a sales specialist today 1-800-449-2481!
These Unique Legacy Memorials truly are one-of-a-kind! The variety of choices in size, color and sandblasting really shows you that you can have a special memorial designed just for your loved one!
MARKERS

Sandblast a beautiful granite marker with us!

Choose from one of our marker sandblast scenes and know you are choosing one of the best! Each has been hand chosen as one of our most well-loved scenes. Don’t see what you are looking for? No problem! Just speak with one of our knowledgeable sales specialists who will be happy to help you find the perfect scene.